
 
 

 

 

 

 



Welcome to Bear Country! 
 
The Ingeborgs live in Brownbark Woods, just outside the quaint timber-town of 
Brownbark. Harry Ingeborg is a Lumberjack and Eleanor Ingeborg is a Grizzly Bear— 
yup, a Grizzly Bear. She’s also a dynamite momma-bear to her cub twins Evan and 
Dale, and to Harry’s son, Ike. Harry wants Ike to grow up like him: hairy, macho, and 
covered in woodchips. Eleanor wants her cubs to grow up like Ike: thoughtful and 
sensitive. Ike wants the cubs to calm down —for just five seconds even (sheesh!) — so 
he can pursue his hobby as a very non-macho Naturalist, and the cubs: well…they 
want to eat fish and tackle Ike. The Ingeborgs have a rustically-sprawling-DIY-chic-
split-level cave, but that’s not enough space to keep the fur from flying! 
 
 

Harry Ingeborg wears flannel and overalls, has a beard surpassed by none 
and is the greatest Lumberjack to ever lay axe to wood, save his Great-Great-Great 
Poopa who immigrated to America from Norway…by swimming. He is the most 
macho guy in a very macho zip code, but when he first met Eleanor, he wet his 

overalls — if there’s one muscle 
that’s unpredictable it’s the Flexor 
Digitorum Longus; if there’s two 
it’s the Flexor and the heart. His 
fellow Lumberjacks don’t have the 
chest-hair to ask him if he knows 
that his wife is an 800lb Grizzly 
Bear. “She’s just right for her 
frame and you’ll thank yourself for 
not mentioning it again,” is what 
they’d get if they did. Harry well 
knows that as things stand, his son 
Ike isn’t even a splinter on the 
manly tree, and if he expects to 
some day inherit the macho 
badge of an Ingeborg, it’s going 
to take hard work— the kid is 

almost 12 and he doesn’t even have a mustache! Manliness comes so naturally to 
Harry that there’s no room for delicacy. It’s not that he’s irresponsible; just that his 
zeal for all that is musky keeps him from weighing the risks of his endeavors. Since Ike 
wants his father to be proud of him and the cubs energy knows no bounds, it’s easy 
for him to corral the boys into following his lead – whether it’s a lesson in skiing [any 



lily-legged-nose-blower can glide downhill on those slippery twigs; it takes a MAN to 
go UPhill with nothing but logs strapped to your boots!], catching your own dinner  
[birds never expect you to show up on their own turf!] – or even bear-baiting [alright 
boys – I want you each to think of one thing that makes your mother very very 
angry… then put these hard-hats on and follow me]. Harry is a nearly unstoppable 
masculine dynamo, but for the doubting gaze of his wife and the spider (possibly 
spiders) that reside in the laundry room of the family’s cave. 
 

Eleanor Ingeborg has a tough time as an 
apron-wearing-feather-dusting-housewife, especially 
when those buttery salmon are running. And it’s 
sure no picnic keeping a clean bathroom (it’s a 
popular misconception that bears uh...y’know...in 
the woods). But domestic life does have its perks: 
peanut butter from the fridge is more convenient 
than dismantling campers’ hatchbacks and honestly, 
once you’ve slept on a pillow-top mattress a pile of 
leaves feels like a pile of bricks. Her husband Harry 
would rather have the fur in this marriage be on his 
chest only, but Eleanor has a firm handshake [you 
should see what she can do to a sapling without so 
much as a pocketknife]; she makes mind-blowing 
blackberry jam, and she mends Harry’s torn 
overalls with surprising nimbleness considering her 
paws are the size of frying pans. Ellie is a mamma-
bear so she’s very protective. Ironically, she’s her most lady-like at the moment she 
realizes she’s overreacted to something threatening, like when Harry signed Ike up 
for Youth-Bearball-League and she had to throw herself into the game to keep him 
from getting hurt [it looked like a whirlwind of fur, claws and teeth but when it was 
over Ellie had 8 ½ maimings under her belt and scared the coach into hibernation]. 
She only speaks Grrr, so Harry and Ike will never find themselves on the end of a 
lecture – at least not one they comprehend – but she says what she needs with her 
gaze and posture. The fact that she doesn’t speak a lick of English makes it all the 
more sweet that she can finish her husband’s sentences. Lumberjacks are very high 
maintenance, and nothing makes a momma-bear happier than feeling useful. That 
and honey. Lots of honey. 
 

 



Ike Ingeborg is more comfortable studying the 
woods than playing in them with his stepbrothers. A 
precocious naturalist, he can name a bird from its song 
(Doug: Blue Jay and kind of a jerk) and tell what kind of 
trees Harry’s felled from the smell of the woodchips stuck 
in dad’s flannel. What Ike cannot do well however, is 
anything that requires sweating, jumping, lifting, or not-
looking-down-ing. Since he would like to make his dad 
proud and be good at those things, he feels good about 
himself when he follows Evan & Dale into the woods and 
overcomes a fear or tries something he never thought he 
could do, like deer-slapping (totally easier than it 
sounds). Eleanor loves him for his sensitivity and calm 

demeanor. Her cubs never wrote her a poem for Mother’s Day (and on a fish no 
less!), nor have they ever quieted their play so their mom could take a nap. That and 
when his dad asks him to keep a badger in his shirt as fake chest-hair for a few days 
(to win a bet at work), it’s easy to see why Ike is a total Momma’s Boy. 
 

Evan & Dale don’t slow down. Bear cubs 
seldom do. Rough-housing and rambunctious 
twins, they are exhausting to hang out with. Ike 
is too cautious to follow them everywhere they 
would have him go, but that’s no problem since 
he’s little and they can drag him. Their 
fearlessness often impresses Harry, as does the 
fact that they’re only ten and covered with hair. 
Evan is the wildman: rotund and jolly, his 
English is pretty rough (think new student in 
your 4th grade class: caveman) and he’ll only listen to his mother. Dale speaks almost 
as well as Ike, and like a college student living abroad, he adopts some human 
affectations. This makes it a cinch to tell them apart: Evan looks like a bear cub and 
Dale looks like a bear cub who combs his hair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Chef and The Critic 
 
Harry has won Brownbark’s Autumn Logging Competition every year since anyone 
can remember. No other ‘jack can come close to his log-toss, and the 2nd fullest beard 
is no more than what Harry pulls from his drain after a bath. With his winnings, he 
takes Eleanor out for a sushi dinner [she can’t get eel in the woods]. Eleanor, 
mistaking the restaurant’s Koi pond for complimentary appetizer, devours the lot 
before they’re even seated which lands both she and Harry in the kitchen, washing 
dishes to pay-off the debt (those fish ain’t cheap!). That appetizer only stoked her 
appetite though, so when she spies a row of sushi platters ready to be delivered, she 
unleashes the full fury of her hunger. A hurried waiter delivers the slashed and 
masticated platters to their customers who’ve never seen such risqué presentation. 
This skyrockets Ellie to local fame as a trendy sushi-chef, specializing in Presentation-
du-Rage. With her newfound career taking most of her time, the boys miss their 
mother and her home cooking, so they disguise Dale as a hirsute restaurant critic to 
bring down the operation. Dale is uncovered and forced to leave the premises, and 
Ellie ends her career on her own, in a protective melee of flying flatware, fish-parts 
and tumbling patrons. 
 
 

The Indestructible Coffee Table 
 
The living room’s coffee table is the latest victim of Evan and Dale’s roughhousing. 
After the cubs’ grounding, over the splintered mess, Harry vows to build a new coffee 
table, one that is indestructible by both bear and man alike. To do this, he’ll need 
indestructible wood, and he knows just where to get it. Taking down Der Kaiser — a 
petrified and pointed Hemlock — proves tricky even for Harry. Ike suggests using a 
chainsaw, but Harry refuses [if man were meant to use machines to chop trees, they’d 
be called…um….MANchines]. None of Harry’s axes, saws, judo-chops or head butts 
will yield results. At that moment Evan and Dale — brazenly disobeying their mother — 
come to see Harry’s efforts. Eleanor is in hot pursuit and very angry. When she 
catches up to them they lift up a 2-man-saw as a barricade but that doesn’t slow her 
down. She chases them around the base of Der Kaiser so fast that the saw-toting cubs 
become a giant saw themselves! The tree comes down and Harry crafts it into a new 
coffee table…with uneven legs. 
 
 
 
 



 

The Hairless Chest 
 
Harry has planned a weekend getaway for the whole family to Brownbark Lake, but 
when Ike compares his meager swimsuited body to that of his robust dad’s, he refuses 
to go. “Son, we’ll man-you up in a jiff!” Harry declares. But since it will take at least 3 
months of chopping and lifting to see any difference in Ike’s wiggly physique and they 
don’t have that kind of time, Harry figures they must cover it up with hair, manly hair. 
He sets out with the boys to find the Pepper Patch. Those hot tamales are spicy 
enough to sprout a torso-carpet, easy! Ike’s eyes gush tears, his nose runs a river and 
he speaks in tongues momentarily, but still…no chest hair. Harry has Ike take a dip in 
Crawdaddy Creek, the coldest stream in the woods. Ike doesn’t get more than a 
pinky toe in before about-facing, but Evan and Dale help out by chasing him into the 
icy water. Ike bolts out freezing and covered in crawdads. No chest hair. When 
Eleanor finds out what’s been going on she bawls at Harry and gives Ike a big, 
warm, shiver-stopping bearhug. Guilty but inspired, Harry knows what to do! With his 
two stepbrothers tied to his front and back, Ike is the hairiest 12 year old on the lake. 
Once Eleanor dunks Harry in Crawdaddy Creek, all is forgiven. 
 
 

Bigfoot’s Trail 
 
Ike’s birthday is coming up and Harry wants to surprise him with a display case for 
his woodsy doodads, so he’s been working secretly at night. Bootless, so as not to 
make any noise that might blow his cover, Harry is leaving muddy footprints every 
time he sneaks into the kitchen for a midnight snack. When Ike stumbles on to this 
evidence he’s sure that they’re the markings of the legendary Sasquatch. Determined 
to catch him, Ike does some research and learns that Bigfeet love honey! Ellie has 
kept her muzzle shut (she knows whose footprints they are) to keep Harry’s secret, 
but when Ike uses up all the honey as a lure, she’s had enough. She promptly 
introduces Ike to Mr. Sasquatch down the road. He is a Bigfoot, but not as impressive 
as most text makes him out to be (they never mention t-shirts and flip-flops). Ike is 
really confused as to the owner of those footprints, when on their way home they 
stumble onto Harry putting the finishing touches on the gift. The surprise out of the 
bag, Harry gives Ike the case and Evan and Dale enter bearing a birthday cake (a 
stunned porcupine with 12 quills aflame) and they sing their own Grrr-version of 
Happy Birthday a little early. The porcupine added harmony. 
 
 



 
 

The New Recruit 
 
Ike feels left out when Evan and Dale go to their Cub Scouts meetings. Ike can’t be a 
Scout because – well, he’s not a cub – but the twins see to that with a little mud, 
grass and growling lessons. The disguise works perfectly. Unfortunately, it also fools a 
couple of recruiters (gruff and phony-friendly like the Army recruiters at high school) 
who are looking for young intelligent cubs to join the circus – it builds character and 
you’ll have the time of the life! Ike’s shoddy growling comes across as consent and 
he’s immediately escorted to the big top. Eleanor is apoplectic at the idea of Ike 
joining the circus – the worst place a bear can be – and she leaps into action, 
leading the cubs and a hesitant Harry (he’s scared of clowns too, we learn) to 
retrieve Ike, in the disguise as the Exploding Stolichnaya Brothers – a juggling act. 
She gets her son back, puts on a spectacular show, and get Harry over his fear of 
clowns by showing him far they can be thrown. 
 
 

Mothers’ Day Morning 
 
It’s Mothers’ Day and Ellie has a simple request: a nice card with a poem and a 
morning salmon in bed. Ike always gives her a card with a poem – no problem. And 
Evan and Dale have been dropping a salmon into her snoring maw since they were 
old enough to catch them. Her kids are so talented, she’s not so sure it takes much 
effort on their part anymore, so she asks them to switch it around. What would really 
spread her jam is getting a poem from the cubs and a big ol salmon from Ike. Harry 
wants to help Ike with his part as it will be a good chance to see how he’s coming 
along in that aisle of the man-department, but they’re equally clumsy at catching fish 
bear-style — in their mouths (the only way to catch a gift-salmon for a bear…duh!). 
Evan and Dale aren’t having much luck with their literary attempt either, so by 
Mothers’ Day morning, with Eleanor still sleeping, they combine forces to make her 
gifts in time for when she wakes up. Evan can’t help himself and eats the gift-salmon 
and when Ike reads the poem Harry and Dale have crafted, it’s not up to snuff (some 
things don’t translate well between Grrr and English. Think ‘Hungarian/English 
Dictionary’ fiasco from Monty Python). With light spilling into the cave and Eleanor 
about to wake up, they must stuff the salmon’s remnants so it looks ready to eat, and 
improvise an Ode to their Momma-bear. 
 
 



 
 
 

Do Not Open This Door 
 
Cleaning the cave top to bottom takes the effort of the whole family. When Harry 
returns from an emergency chopping of a Swedish Stinktree, he’s covered with sweat-
adhered chips of the smelly smelly wood. There’s no sense in letting Harry clean 
anything until he cleans himself, so when he closes the bathroom door behind him, 
crawls into a piping hot bath to cover his beard in suds and commands, “DO NOT 
open this door, no matter how much I plead, no matter what I say; DO NOT open this 
door until you don’t smell my stink.” [Thank you to Mel Brooks/Gene Wilder], 
Eleanor is happy to obey. As Ike and the cubs get to work with vacuums, feather 
dusters and garbage bags, Eleanor stands guard outside the door while Harry sings 
the Lumberjack’s Bathing Song. When he reaches for the faucet to rinse the shampoo 
from his beard, he’s horrified to find a spider planted firmly on the knob.  Eleanor 
follows his instruction, and so despite his (thinly veiled) pleas Harry has to wait for the 
spider to leave before he can rinse clean. The spider stays put. Ike and the cubs grow 
increasingly weary of cleaning, especially without either of their parents helping and 
daylight playtime being wasted. Harry grows increasingly shriveled with every 
passing moment in the bathtub, when a nervous glance reveals that the spider has left 
the faucet. Whew. As Harry triumphantly reaches to turn it on and rinse his beard he 
sees that the spider is…on…HIS…BEARD! He bolts out of the tub and through the 
door and Eleanor, frantically rubbing his sudsy beard on every surface in the cave, 
which finishes the cleaning in record time, saving the rest of the day for his 
appreciative and amazed sons. Harry recalls his battle with the spider and his manly 
approach to housecleaning to his coworkers the next morning at work. Embellished. 
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